Agenda for the Orange Board of Health
January 10, 2022
High Plains Community Center

Agenda

1. 2022-2023 Budget

2. Old Business

3. New Business
   a. Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Fund-Pending BOF Approval
   b. Update from December BOF Meeting – Kristy/Amir
   c. Request from Michele: Discussion on Two linked Articles and Current Mask Policy in Schools
      a. w!WpK0_Wl-QwKykchHQ2nz2xxt1vbCTBq_W2eam8THMs90rZ_3qFW
   d. Request from Scott: Milford/Orange Times Regarding Majority of Confirmed Cases in Orange are Unvaccinated - Amir
   e. Sharing the 10 Essential Public Health Services

4. Staff Reports

5. OVNA